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A global perspective for biodiversity history with ancient
environmental DNA
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The past centuries have seen tremendous turnovers in species distributions and bio-
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diversity due to anthropogenic impacts on a global scale. The processes are ongoing
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and mostly not wei l documented. Long-term records of biotic change can be recov-
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that leave behind visible traces and molecular genetic tools were mostly employed
on samples that promised good DNA preservation. In this issue of Molecular Ecology,
Shaw, Weyrich, Hallegraeff and Cooper (2019) and Gomez Cabrera et al. (2019) pre-
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ered from sedimentary deposits, but traditional analyses were restricted to organisms

sent two studies on marine sedimentary records from warm environments, in which
they successfully analyze ancient environmental DNA (aeDNA) on a decadal and centennial scale. Notably, the studies were conducted on novel samples with nonoptimal
preservation conditions for ancient DNA - historical collections of ship ballast tank
sediments from Austra lia and two cora l reef cores spanning up to 750 years (Figure 1)
- but yielded a high diversity of taxa. This highlights that aeDNA is a promising tool to
globally study biodiversity history on scales of decades to centuries - the timeframe
most relevant to human society in the context of both current climate change and
direct anthropogenic modifications of the environment.
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The potential of aeDNA from sedimentary deposits has been recog-

to abiotic environmental factors. However, the nature of environ -

nized for more than 15 years, but early studies concentrated mostly

mental DNA allows explicit analyses of ecological networks and or-

on high-latitude samples from cold environments with optimal DNA

ganism-organism interactions through time (Domaizon et al„ 2017).

preservation. The first published records presented data from per-

Thi s is the focus of the study of Gomez Cabrera et al. (2019), who

manently frozen terrestrial deposits in Siberia (Willerslev et al., 2003)

investigate correlations in the presence of coral taxa and different

and from a lake sediment core from Antarctica (Coolen et al„ 2004).

algal groups in two reef matrix cores (Figure 1) and find distinct

An important aspect in early studies was pushing back the temporal

patterns of co-dynamics, which remain hidden in traditional fossil

limits for the retrieval of aeDNA and many analyses were carried out

data. Studying such dynamics is particularly pertinent in light of

at th e scales of tens or hundreds of thousands of years (Oomaizon,

20th century ecosyst em modifications all over the world, where, for

Winegardner, Capo, Gauthier, & Gregory-Eaves, 2017; Parducci et

example, neobiota and increased nutrient loads have drastically al-

al„ 2017). The sites targeted were often remote and unaccessible,

tered diversity and functionality (Figure 2). As demonstrated by the

and the focus on samples with excellent conditions for DNA preser-

aeDNA analysis of sediments from ship ballast tanks (Shaw, Weyrich,

vation (Haile et al., 2009) clouded the view for applying th e method

Hallegraeff, & Cooper, 2019), historical collections of sediments can

in areas in which most humans live: warmer climatic regions.
Furthermore, most early studies using aeDNA concentrated on
establishing the presence of the respective organisms in relation

furthermore elucidate past global species' distributions and migration routes and provide an efficient tool for monitoring and tracking
migrations.
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F1GU RE 1 One of the coral reef matrix
cores analyzed in Gomez Cabrera et al.
(2019): (a) extraction of the core by scuba
diving and (b) section of th e core showing
the sediment matrix and several dated
coral fragments (high-precision U-series
dating shown as calendar years). Images
kind ly provided by Dr George Roff

Together, th e body of published stud ies on aeDNA from sedi-

not infl uenced by humans. These require samples with particularly

ments, and the papers published here (Gomez Cabrera et al., 2019;

good DNA preservation, such as from high -latitude, cold cond itions.

Shaw et al„ 2019), show t hat the information gained on different

Informat ion from t hese different timesca les is th us complimentary

t emporal sca les and from different environment s can offer a novel,

and can provide a w hole new body of empirical data on long-term

integrat ed view on temporal biodiversity change (Balint et al., 2018),

ecosystem functioning, met acommunity dynamics, as weil as eco-

and on a global scale. In fact, for many issues that are of immediate

evolutionary t rajectories.

relevance for conservation, historic records spanning the last de-

However, to make full use of available samples, both to under-

cades or centuries are most important, and these can be obtained

stand t he patterns of DNA degradation and to properly interpret the

from many localities in t he world, including tropical environments

data, dedicated stu dies on t he ecology and t aphonomy of aeDNA

(Figure 2). lt is precisely in t he low-latitude areas that anthropogenic

from sedimentary sources are still needed. Surprisingly, and al-

modifications of biomes have been most dramatic in the past centu-

though work is now intensely carried out for environmental DNA

ries, in particular the last century (Ellis, Goldewijk, Siebert, Lightman,

in water, similar studies for sediments are very spa rse. Most of the

& Ramankutty, 2010). To understand ecosyst em stability over time

existing methodological work on sed imentary DNA has been done

prior t o the onset of recent anthropogenic disturbances, i.e. prior

on p lants, for w hich an origin from highly local sources has been es-

t o the Anthropocene, complementa ry studies on t imescales of mul-

tablished (Alsos et al., 2018). This also seems t o hold true f or aeDNA

t iple t housa nds of years are needed. These can be carried out in

of coral reefs (Gomez Cabrera et al., 2019). In addition, and as exem-

most temperate climates, and can also offer a view on earlier, less

plified by the study of Shaw et al. (2019) focussing on taxa involved

intense human impact. Records reaching back tens or hundreds of

in harmful algal blooms (HAB), meaningful biological interpretation

thousands of years mostly capture ecosystem dynamics that are

can best be accompli shed with optima l taxonomic assignments of
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Hypothetical aeDNA records and time span (years)
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Hypot hetical records that ca n be recovered

using ae DNA on different t imescales, along w ith a choice of
ecologically relevant topics that can be addressed. At sites w ith
low D NA preser vation potential, time series on decadal and
centennial scales can often be recovered, tracking many current
anthropogenic ecological disturbances

target t axa - calling for th e furt her development of high quality sequence reference dat abases.
In summary, it is now clear t hat aeD NA can be recovered from
a vari ety of sa mples and locat ions globally. Wh ile early years of
aeD NA research were characterized by the quest to push back tempora l limits, w e should now work on expa nding t he geographic limits
and provide data t hat can be of immediate value for conser vation
and ecosystem management in all regions of t he world.
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